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If I had wings…
“Click clack!” What’s that noise? Oh. I see. It’s a little parakeet that just hatched. Hey. This reminds me
that I need to tell you about an animal with wings. How about a parakeet? Sounds good? “Tweet!” Ok,
so let’s see. If I were an animal with wings I’s be a parakeet because they have beautiful patterns on
their wings, really small for good uses, and get to see from high places. Let’s go talk about it, shall we?
“Tweet tweet!”

Ok, so now I could tell you why. Let’s start with the patterns on the wings. These patterns look unique
and when you flap the pattern become very beautiful. “Tweet!” When your flapping, the patter
beautifully spreads and looks really pretty. When parakeets are born like this one, they don’t have their
unique patterns. They will get this pattern later on. I like this pattern because it is special and I like to
feel special.
Now that we are done with patterns let’s talk about being small. Being small is good like if I’m caught in
a fish net, I would be small enough to go through the holes. And I’d be small to dodge around stuff like
trees, people, and other animals. “Tweet tweet!” Yes, one last thing to talk about let’s… ‘ Tweet” Ok, I
get your excited but let me talk. So, let’s go.
Ok, we finally are on our last piece. Now I’ll talk about being high. So…”Tweet!” *Sighs*….Now it’s
quiet so I could tell you about being…up high. FINALLY, I CAN SPEAK!!! Sorry about that. So when I’m up
high I could get a great view but I’d have to watch out for thunder, rain, and other bad things.
Well that’s all I have to share with you but I want you to think about what animal would you want to be?

